TOWN OF TRUMBULL
REQUEST FOR QUOTATION
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
LOADING, HAULING AND DISPOSAL OF BRUSH AND WOOD DEBRIS

BID NUMBER 6248 Due: June 21, 2017 @ 2:00 PM

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS

Addendum #1 Dated 6-14-2017

To clarify some questions and inquiries.

As of the conditions Right now
Need to come in and take away the entire brush, log, leave pile that is very big at least 5-6-7 8k yards.

Two sites as of now one the Transfer Station 101 Spring Hill road the other is strictly leaves and seasonal (for leaves only) at Indian ledge off Whitney ave you will need a loader to be at each place or transport between the two.

1. Where will the material be staged? Yes already existing at the Transfer station but at Indian ledge, you will need to stage it for seasonal pick up. The town in the past has supplied the material for this Stage.
2. Will grinding of the material at the town’s location be allowed? Yes at Indian ledge, at transfer no not allowed, not permitted.
3. What is the anticipated volume? Any given week 20 tons plus easily a trailer a week if not more and weather conditions.
4. How will you be evaluating price per ton compared to price per yard? TBD
5. Are stumps and wood chips included in the material? Yes, some logs are very big.
6. Leaves and grass are not included - correct? No -They are included all organic

For more questions that are technical or general information, please call Rich at the transfer station
203-452-5167